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BIOTECHNOLOGIES, BIOSCIENCES AND SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIES XXXII 

CYCLE 

 

Scientific Areas:  

03 - Chemical Sciences; 05 - Biology; 06 - Medicine; 07 - Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary  

Scientific-educational fields:  

AGR/20; BIO/03; BIO/04; BIO/05; BIO/06; BIO/10; BIO/16; BIO/18; CHIM/11; MED/03; 

MED/04; MED/18; MED/21; MED/22; MED/23; MED/28; MED/31; MED/33; MED/36  

 

Educational Objectives and Research Activities 

The cultural project of the PhD course in Biotechnologies, Biosciences and Surgical Technologies arises 

from the need to blend the deep specialization of modern research with a multidisciplinary approach. 

The three curricula are related to the research projects developed by the laboratories of the researchers 

members of the PhD School Board and are aimed to prepare PhD students with skills and expertise in 

biological, molecular and cellular sciences as well as in applied industrial and biomedical (with specific 

emphasis on the surgical one) sectors of application of biotechnologies. This course is designed to reach 

an international level through joined research activities with foreign researchers and the opportunity to 

spend research periods in abroad laboratories.  

The research projects of the PhD students of the previous cycles are detailed at the website: 

http://www.dbsm.uninsubria.it/phdbbtc/?page_id=21 

 

Organization:  

Since of the numerous scientific topics treated by this PhD course focused on Biotechnology, it has been 

organized in three main curriculum: 

1. Molecular and Food Biotechnologies 

2. Cell and Molecular Biology 

3. Biotechnologies and Surgical Techniques 

Molecular and Food Biotechnologies (responsible prof. Marcella Bracale): this curriculum aims to 

prepare a PhD researcher with a strong preparation in biological, chemical and biotechnological 
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disciplines in order to critically discuss the phenomena related to the adaption of the organisms and the 

cellular/molecular processes, i.e. the ones that he will develop and control. In details, the PhD student 

will acquire skills in production systems based on the use of organisms and on the optimization and use 

of molecular processes. The PhD student will develop an innovative research project in the following 

fields: recombinant proteins; protein engineering; microbial, vegetal and animal biotechnologies; 

fermentation and bioconversion; sustainable animal production and products quality; energy recovery 

and recalcitrant biomasses conversion. 

Molecular and Cellular Biology (responsible prof. Magda DeEguileor):  this curriculum aims to 

generate a researcher with a strong preparation in cellular and molecular biology joined to multifaceted 

knowledge in physiology, developmental biology, ecology, zoology and botany, as required by the 

applications of biotechnology. The research activities will develop a PhD researcher with a strong 

preparation in the basic biological disciplines in a strongly integrated educational environment, with the 

final purpose to generate a specialist that can participate to studies arising from different fields of main 

biotechnological interest. 

Biotechnologies and Surgical Techniques (responsible prof. Paolo Castelnuovo): the innovative 

technologies of molecular biology and protein/genetic/cellular engineering allow now to design 

integrated studies yielding products of high scientific value and that can be quickly applied to human 

health. This curriculum aims to catch the change generated by recent technical and scientific improvements 

in translational medicine in order to yield novel diagnostic methods, new materials and surgical devices. 

This curriculum intends expand the available investigation tools by using a biotechnological approach 

based on the interaction between basic and applied research; this is expected to contribute to generate 

novel professional figures in the biomedical field and in the different areas of surgical specializations. 

 

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 

An application can be submitted by Italian and non-Italian citizens who have completed or are 

completing their graduate studies. Graduate qualifications accepted: Biotechnology; Medicine and 

surgery; Dentistry; Veterinary medicine; Communication sciences; Bio-sciences; Pharmacy; Psychology; 

Chemistry and Pharmaceutical technologies; Physics; Environmental Sciences; Engineering; Agricultural 

Sciences; Food Sciences; Zoo-techniques.  

The candidates can choose to be interviewed either in English or Italian. 

 

ATTENDANCE AND TEACHING METHODS 

Course start date: October 1st 
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The teaching activities (both mandatory and optional) associated with each single year of the Course 

are proposed annually by the PhD School Board and are published on the website of the Course: 

http://www.dbsm.uninsubria.it/phdbbtc/ 

 

INFORMATION:  

Address: c/o Dipartimento di Biotecnologie e Scienze della Vita, Via Dunant 3, 21100 Varese 

Contacts: Tel: +39 0332 421506 – 02 23993193 - E-mail: loredano.pollegioni@uninsubria.it 

Website: http://www.dbsm.uninsubria.it/phdbbtc/ 
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